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Abstract

Efficient allocation of communication channels is crit-

ical for the performance of wireless mobile computing

systems. The centralized channel allocation algorithms

proposed in literature are neither robust, nor scalable.

Distributed channel allocation schemes proposed in the

past are complicated and require active participation of

the mobile nodes. These algorithms are unable to dy-

namically adjust to spatial and temporal fluctuations

in channel demand. We present a dynamic distributed

channel allocation algorithm that can quickly adapt to

changes in load distribution. The algorithm described

in this paper requires minimal involvement of the mo-

bile nodes, thus conserving their limited energy supply.

The algorithm is proved to be deadlock free, starvation

free and fair. It prevents co-channel interference and is

scalable.

1 Introduction

Mobile computing has found increased applications and

gained importance in recent years [4]. Mobile comput-

ing makes use of cellular/wireless communication net-

works to provide communication among stationary and

mobile hosts. In such environments, efficient allocation

of wireless channels for communication sessions is of

vital importance as the bandwidth alloted for cellular

communication is limited.

Cellular communication networks divide the geograph-

ical area they serve into smaller regions, called cells.

Each cell has a base station, also referred to as the mo-

bile service station (MSS). The mobile service stations

are connected to each other by a fixed wire network. To

establish a communication session/place a call, a mobile

host (MH) has to send a request to the MSS of the cell

in which it is present [2]. The call can be supported if

a wireless channel can be allocated for communication

between the mobile host and the mobile service station.

If a particular wireless channel is used concurrently by

more than one call originating in a cell, or in neighbor-

ing cells, the calls will interfere with each other. Such

an interference is called co-channel interference. How-

ever, the same wireless channel can be used to support

calls in geographically separated cells such that their

signals do not interfere with each other. This is known

as frequency reuse.

The limited frequency spectrum allocated for cellu-

lar communication is divided into a finite number of

wireless channels. An efficient channel allocation strat-

egy should exploit the principle of frequency reuse to

increase the availability of wireless channels to support

calls. The strategy should have the following features:

1.

2.

3.

minimize the connection set-up time

maximize the number of communication sessions

that can be supported concurrently across the en-

tire network

ability to adapt to changing load distribution in

the network. The load on a cell is the rate at which

new requests for establishing communication ses-

sions originate in the cell.

To support mobile computing, the strategy should also
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2.

3.

short bursts of data transfer. The mobile hosts

have a limited energy source, in the form of a bat-

tery pack. Wireless communication drains the en-

ergy of the mobile hosts. Hence, energy should be

conserved at a mobile host by keeping its involve-

ment in the channel allocation process to a min-

imum. This can be achieved by minimizing the

number of messages it has to exchange with the

mobile service station during channel selection.

Minimize hand-offs: voice communication can tol-

erate hand-offs as short breaks in communication

go undetected by the human ear. However, such

breaks can lead to complications in data transfer

to/from a mobile host. So, a channel allocation

algorithm should not induce any hand-offs, over

and above those caused by the movement of the

mobile hosts between cells.

Exploit locality of reference: most computer ap-

plications exhibit- high temporal and spatial local-

ity of data reference. If the data items in great

demand reside in a mobile host, they should be

moved to a mobile service station from where they

can be accessed over the fixed wire network. Until

such a transfer takes place, or if such a transfer is

not possible, the data references translate into fre-

quent arrivals of requests at the mobile service sta-

tion to establish communication sessions with the

mobile host. A channel allocation strategy should

be able to adapt to such traffic.

The channel allocation algorithms proposed in the

past

1.

2.

can be classified as

Fixed Channel Allocation (FCA) strategy; the set

of channels allocated to a cell does not change with

time. Mutually disjoint sets of wireless channels

are assigned to neighboring cells. Each cell can

use only its set of channels (the nominal channels

of the cell) to support the calls originating from

and/or directed towards the mobile hosts in its

region.

Dynamic channel Allocation (DCA) strateqv: the--
set of channels allocated to a cell varies with time

[14, 15]. A central network switch, referred to

as the Mobile Telecommunication Switching Ofice
(MTSO), determines the channel(s), if any, a cell
can borrow from neighboring cells, when the cell

cannot support calls using its own set of channels.

The central switch ensures that the borrowing does

not lead to any co-channel interference.

In this paper we present a distributed, dynamic chan-

nel allocation algorithm. The algorithm does not need

a central network switch. The mobile service station

of a cell makes all the decisions about channel alloca-

tion in that cell, based on the information available lo-

cally. The MSS only needs to exchange information

with its neighbors within the co-channel interference

range. Unlike the FCA algorithms, the proposed al-

gorithm can adapt to changing load distribution in the

network. It is more robust than existing DCA algo-

rithms as it does not depend on a central network switch

whose failure can bring down the entire network. The

algorithm also exploits the temporal locality of load dis-

tribution to make quick decisions about channel alloca-

tion. Moreover, a fast and expensive mainframe acting

aa the MTSO can be replaced by a set of microproces-

sor based switches at the MSSS. These switches can

collectively outperform the mainframe and cost much

less. The symmetry of the channel allocation procedure

across the entire network makes the system scalable.

The proposed algorithm meets the requirements men-

tioned above: it conserves energy at the mobile hosts,

does not induce any hand-offs of its own, and exploits

locality of reference to improve the performance. Pre-

liminary results from a simulation study support the

above assertions.

The proposed algorithm also has the following fea-

tures:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Bounded latency no mobile user that wishes to ac-

quire a wireless channel for a communication ses-

sion is made to wait indefinitely before it is either

allocated a channel or is informed of a failure to

do so. Bounded latency is desirable to guarantee

a certain quality of service to the users.

Deadlock freedom there is no possibility of find-

ing a set of mobile service stations involved in a

circular wait while trying to satisfy channel allo-

cation requests. So, the algorithm always makes

progress. Resources are not wasted in detecting or

resolving deadlocks.

Symmetry All the cells follow the same procedure

for channel allocation. This makes the system scal-

able. There is no need to design new hardware, or

develop new software if more cells are to be added.

Finite number of messages: Each new request for

channel allocation, to support a communication
session, originating in the system leads to the ex-

change of a finite number of messages between the

mobile service stations, before a decision to allo-

cate a channel to it is made. Thus the fixed wire

network connecting the mobile service stations is

not unduly burdened.

Low System Overhead and Network !fbafic: As the

proposed algorithm adapts to the locality of load
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distribution, each new channel allocation request

is handled with an exchange of zero or a small

number of messages between the mobile service

stat ions.

Concurrence requests for channel allocation origi-

nating independently and concurrently in different

cells can be processed simultaneously.

Section 2 describes the system model. Section 3 com-

pares the channel allocation problem with the problem

of mutual exclusion in distributed systems and describes

why the channel allocation problem is more complex

than mutual exclusion. In Section 4, a dynamic dis-

tributed channel allocation algorithm is presented. The

algorithm can adjust to changes in the temporal and

spatial distribution of channel demand. In Section 5, we

prove that the proposed algorithm avoids co-channel in-

terference, is deadlock free and has low communication

overheads. The advantages of the proposed algorithm

over previous centralized and distributed channel allo-

cation algorithms are described in Section 6. Section 7

presents enhancements to the algorithm that prevent

cells from being starved for channels, and also relax

channel transfer constraints which will lead to a reduc-

tion in blocklng probability of channel requests. Finally,

conclusions are presented in Section 8.

2 System Model and Definitions

We assume a cellular communication system that di-

vides the geographical region served by it into hexago-

nal cells, with a mobile service station in the center of

each cell. A mobile service station can be in wireless

communication with the mobile hosts in its cell (for

example, through an omni-directional antenna). A mo-

bile host can either be a cellular telephone or a mobile

computer. Calls involving cellular telephones and data

transfers involving mobile computers will collectively be

referred to as communication sessions. All the cells,

except those at the boundaries of the region, have six

neighbors. The system has been assigned a frequency

band that is divided into a finite number of wireless

channels. These channels are independent (orthogonal)

of each other. So, adjacent channel interference can be

neglected. However, a channel should not be concur-

rently used for more than one communication session

in the same cell or in neighboring cells. Some of the

wireless channels are set aside to be used exclusively for

the control messages sent during link set-up between a

mobile host and the mobile service station of the cell

in which the mobile host is present (control channels).

The remaining channels are used to support calls ( com-
munication channels).

A mobile host can communicate with other units,

mobile or static, only through the mobile service sta-

tion of the cell in which it is present. A mobile host

initiates the channel allocation protocol when it wants

to establish a new communication session, or when it

is informed by the mobile service station about the ar-

rival of a communication request from some other unit.

Thus, from the point of view of channel allocation, the

two cases are similar. If the mobile service station de-

termines that the connection request can be satisfied, it

allocates a communication channel for the mobile host

to communicate with the mobile service station for the

duration of the session. From the mobile service station

the signals can be forwarded along the fixed wire net-

work, or along another wireless channel, depending on

whether the other party involved in the communication

session is a unit outside the cell or a mobile host in the

same cell, respectively. After the session is over, the

same channel can be used to support another session,

either in the same cell or in neighboring cells.

For simplicity of explanation, inter-cell movement,

and the resultant hand-off, can be treated as the end

of the communication session in the cell from which

the mobile host has moved out, and the beginning of

a new communication session in the cell to which it

has moved. However, to maintain continuity of service,

the resultant channel allocation for hand-off should be

assigned higher priority than requests for new commu-

nication sessions. Two priority schemes for hand-offs

have been proposed and evaluated in [5].

3 Channel Allocation vs. Mutual Exclusion

In the context of a cell and its neighbors, the use of a

particular channel to support a communication session

is equivalent to a critical section execution by the cell

in which the channel is being used. Several neighboring

cells may be concurrently trying to choose channels to

support sessions in their region. This can lead to con-

flicts because the number of communication channels is

limited. The resolution of such conflicts is similar to

the mutual exclusion problem [6, 11].

However, the channel allocation problem is more gen-

eral than the mutual exclusion problem. Firstly, a cell

may be supporting multiple communication sessions,

from different mobile hosts, in its region, each session

using a different communication channel. This is equiv-

alent to a cell being in multiple, distinct critical sec-

tions concurrently. Secondly, existing mutual exclusion

algorithms for distributed systems [6, 7, 9, 10, 11] as-

sume that a node specifies the identity of the resource it

wants to access in a critical section. Depending on the

availability of that resource, appropriate decisions can

be made. However, in distributed channel allocation,
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a cell asks for anv channel as long as there is no co- 4.1 Data Structures
channel interference. Due to the n&-specificity of the

request and because neighboring mobile service stations
All the communication channels in the system are col-

make channel allocation decisions independently based
lectively represented by a set Spectrum. We assume

on locally available information, the decision process
that all the channels are ordered. The channel with the

becomes more difficult.
lowest frequency band is considered to be the first chan-

Moreover, existing distributed mutual exclusion al-
nel and the channel with the highest frequency band is

gorithms do not impose any upper bound on the time
the nth channel, where n is the total number of channels

from the instant a node issues a request for the resource
available.

to the instant the node is granted that resource. These
The set of channels allocated to cell Ci is represented

algorithms are not suitable for the channel allocation
by Allocate~. Initially, A1/ocate~ is an empty set for ev-

problem that requires the decisions to be made quickly,
ery cell C~. A subset of Allocatei, known as Busyi, rep-

in real-time. So, a conservative approach that makes
resents the set of channels being used by C’i to support

the channel allocation decisions quickly needs to be
communication sessions at a particular instant of time.

When a new communication request originates in Ci,
adopted. Such an approach may drop calls/communication

requests that a more general but time consuming ap-
one of the non-busy channels in Allocatei is assigned to

preach would have supported. This is a trade-off that
support the communication session. If there is no such

has to be accepted.
channel, then after a round of message exchange with

the neighbors, a channel that is in the Spectrum, but

4 A Dynamic Channel Allocation Algorithm
not in the Allocate set of the cell or any of its neighbors

is added to Allocatei as well as Busyi. This channel is

In the proposed algorithm, a mobile service station makes

all the channel allocation decisions on behalf of the

mobile hosts in its cell. Requests timestamped with

Lamport’s clock [7] are sent by a mobile service sta-

tion to neighboring mobile service stations to determine

the channel to be assigned for a communication session.

Sometimes a channel needs to be deleted from a cell’s set

of allocated channels and transferred to another cell’s

set of allocated channels to support communication ses-

sions in the latter. The distributed nature of the algo-

rithm, and the finite but non-deterministic propagation

delays of messages between mobile service stations can

lead to co-channel interference if a naive channel trans-

fer strategy is employed: multiple cells in each other’s

interference range may concurrently and independently

decide to transfer the same channel from a mutually

adjacent cell. Such a possibility is prevented as follows:

having selected a communication channel for transfer,

based on a round of message exchange with its neigh-

bors, the mobile service station sends the channel iden-

tity to the neighboring mobile service stations. Only if

all the neighboring mobile service stations approve of

the selection is the channel transferred, otherwise not.

The set of channels allocated to a cell varies with

time. Unlike existing DCA algorithms [Id, 15], a newly
acquired channel is not relinquished by a cell on comple-

tion of the communication session it was supporting in

the cell. Instead, the channel remains allocated to the

same cell until it has to be transferred to a neighboring

cell. This enables the algorithm to adapt to temporal

and spatial changes in load distribution. It also helps

reduce the traffic due to channel allocation requests in

the fixed wire network.

used to support the session. If such an attempt fails, C,

tries to transfer a non-busy channel from the Allocate

set of its neighbors to Allocatei. If such a transfer is not

possible, the communication request is dropped. Other-

wise, the communication is successfully completed. The

set Transferi at Ci consists of the channels earmarked

for transfer from Ci to one of its neighbors. Transfer

sets are initially empty at all the cells. All these sets

are maintained by the corresponding mobile service sta-

tions.

Several new communication requests may originate

in a cell concurrently. These new requests, originating

in the same cell, may be ordered according to a policy

decided a priori. Only after the mobile service station

has made a channel allocation decision about one lo-

cally originating request, does it process the next locally

originating communication request in the sequence.

4.2 The Algorithm

(A) When a communication session is to be set-up in

cell Ci, the following actions are taken by its mobile

service station (MSS):

1. If Availablei ~ Allocatei –Busyi –Trans f eri #

@, then

A highest order channel k from Available%

is selected to set-up the session;

Busyi -+ BUSy~ U {k};

Go to step 8;

else /* Availablei = ~ */
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Send timestamped REQUEST messages

to each neighbor Cj.

When Ci’s iVfSS has received REPLY messages

from each of its neighbors, containing their Allo-

cate, Busy and Transfer sets, it takes the union of

Allocate~ and the Allocate sets received in the RE-

PLY messages, and stores the result in Inter f ere~.

If Free~ i- Spectrum – Inter f erei # +, then a

channel of the highest order is selected from Frees
and added to Allocatei. This channel is used to

support the communication session. So, it is added

to Bus~i as well. Then go to step 8.

If Freei = +, it does not mean that no channel

is available for allocation. Perhaps, the commu-

nication session can be supported by transferring

a channel. C~’s MSS takes the union of BusYi,

Trans f eri, and Busg and Trans f er sets received

in the REPLY messages in step 2, and stores the

result in Inter f erei.

If Freei +- Spectrum – Interfere = 0, then

the communication request is dropped. Otherwise,

the channel of the lowest order in Frees is chosen

for the transfer.

Let the channel selected for transfer be k.

Busgi + B’usy~ U {I%};

Allocate~ - AUocatei U {k};

C’i’s MSS sends TRANSFER(k) messages to all

the neighbors whose Allocate sets have k as a mem-

ber and waits for replies. Let S denote the set of

these neighbors.

If all the cells in S reply AGREED:

Channel k is used to support the commu-

nication session.

Ci’s MSS sends RELEASE(k) messages

to all the cells in S.

Go to Step 8.

Otherwise: /* Some cells have sent REFUSE mes-

sage. *I

Allocatei + Allocatei – {k};
Busv, +- Busy, - {k};

C,’s MSS sends KEEP(k) messages to

all the cells in S.

Ci’S MSS selects the next channel from

Freei, with order greater than that of k,

and steps 6 and 7 are repeated 1. To

avoid excessive channel transfer overheads,

1The KEEP messaees can be uiwwbackecl on TRANSFER mes-

sages, if they are goin~ to the sam-e ;=il

8.

9.

under heavy load situations, the number

of transfer attempts can be limited to the

minimum of a THRESHOLD value (pa-

rameter of the algorithm) and the cardi-

nality of Freel. If all attempts to transfer

a channel fail, the communication request

is dropped.

Once a cell has decided to drop a request or to use

a channel to support the corresponding communi-

cation session, it sends all the deferred REPLYs to

its neighbors.

When a communication session terminates in Ci,

the corresponding channel is deleted from the set

Busy,.

(B) When a cell Cj’s MSS receives a REQUEST mes-

sage from Ci ‘S MSS:

(c)

Cj’s sends a REPLY message to C’i if Cj is

not requesting a channel, or if Cj is request-

ing a channel and Ci’s request’s timestamp is
smaller than Cj’s request’s timestamp. The

REPLY message contains Allocatej, Busyj,

and Trans f erj. Otherwise, the REPLY is

deferred.

When a cell Cj’s MSS receives TRANSFER(k)

message from Ci:

If (k ~ Busyj) OR (k E Transferj) then

send REFUSE(k) message to Ci. Otherwise
Transferj + Transferj U {k}; Send AGREED(k)

message tO Ci.

(D) When Cj’s MSS receives a RELEASE(k) message,

the following actions take place.

Allocatej + Allocatej – {k};

Trans f erj + Transf erj – {k};

@) when Cj’s MSS receives KEEP(k) message, the

following actions take place.

Trans f erj i-- Trans f erj – {k};

5 Correctness Proof

Lemma 1 The channel allocation algorithm ensures that

neigh bon”ng cells do not use the same channel concur-

rently.

Proofi Let Nbri denote the set of neighboring cells of

Ci such that concurrent use of a channel in Ci and a cell
in IVbri will lead to co-channel interference. We have

to prove the following assertion: Bus~i fl Busyj = @,
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QCi 6 Nbri.

Ini~ially, the assertion is trivially true as the sets are

empty. Also, Busyi ~ Allocatei under all circumstances.

Busyi can change under three situations:

1.

2.

In step (A).1, when Availablei # @: Let cell Ci se-

lect channel k (an element of AUocate~) to support

a new communication session. Assuming Busy% n
Busyj = @ and Allocatei n Allocatej = $ prior to

the addition of k to Busyi, (BusyiU{k})flBusyj =

@. So, the assertion holds after k is selected to

support a call in cell C~.

Availablei = @ in step (A). 1 and Freei # + in

step (A). 2 Channel k E Spectrum - (Allocatez

U cNbri Azzoca%)isadded to Busy~ and Allocatei.
Tie assertion is proved by contradiction. Let us

assume that cell C’i, and its neighbor Cj, are using

channel k concurrently. Cell Cj does not transfer

channel k to its neighbor Ci as long as k c Busyj.

This implies that the co-channel interference men-

tioned above can arise only if the Allocate sets

in the REPLYs received by the mobile service sta-

tions from each other in step (A).2 did not contain

k. Based on the pattern of REQUEST and RE-

PLY messages exchanged between the two nodes,

the following three situations arise:

(a)

(b)

(c)

Ci sends a REPLY to Cj before sending its

own REQUEST. SO, Ci ‘S REQUEST has a

higher timestamp than Cj’s REQUEST. When

C’j receives this REQUEST, it defers the RE-

PLY until it has decided to use k. Then Cj

sends its Allocate set, containing k, in the RE-

PLY to Ci. SO, Ci cannot select channel k.

Cj sends a REPLY to Ci before sending its

own REQUEST. This is the similar to the pre-

vious case. So, Ci selects channel k, while Cj

does not.

Both Ci and Cj receive each other’s REQUEST

after sending their own REQUESTS. Both

the cells compare their own channel request

timestamp with that received in the REQUEST

message from the other. As the timestamps

are fully ordered by the Lamport’s clock sys-

tem, the cell whose request happens to have
the lower timestamp among the two requests,

will defer its REPLY until it has made its own

decision. The other cell will send a REPLY.

Let Ci be the cell that deferred the REPLY.

If Ci decides to use k, then Cj receives this

information (Allocate set) in the REPLY it

receives from Ci. So, Cj will not use channel

k.

Thus, two neighboring cells will not be allocated

the same channel concurrently.

3. Freei # @ in step (A). 5 and AGREED messages

received from all cells in S in step (A). ? Channel

k G Spectrum– (Busyiu TranSferzU1=Nbri Busyj

ujeN&i Transf erj) is added to Azlocate, and Busyi
TRANSFER(k) is sent to the neighbors. If any

neighboring cell is using k, it sends a REFUSE

message. So, channel k is not used in cell Ci.

From steps (C), (D), and (E) it can be inferred

that in response to a TRANSFER(k), a cell Cj

sends AGREED to at most one neighbor at any

time. All other TRANSFER(k) messages received

by Cj, after k is added to Trans f erj and be-

fore RELEASE(k) or KEEP(k) are received, are

responded to with a REFUSE message. There-

fore, two neighboring cells cannot simultaneously

acquire channel k as a result of a transfer attempt.

n

Lemma 2 Each new request for a communication ses-

sion originating in a cell Ci causes a finite number of

messages to be exchanged between the mobile service sta-

tions of the cell and its neighbors.

Proofi Three situations can arise. If the channel re-

quest can be satisfied locally (step (A). 1), no messages

are exchanged between the mobile service stations. If

Freei # @ in step (A).3 at most 2N messages are

generated to allocate a channel to the communication

session, where N is the number of neighboring cells in

the co-channel interference range: N REQUESTS from

Ci to its neighbors, and a REPLY from each neigh-

bor to Ci. If l%ee~ = @ in step (A).5, the request

is dropped after the exchange of the same 2N mes-

sages. Finally, if Freei # @ in step (A).5, 5N s

messages needed to make a channel allocation decision
s 2N + 3N x minimum(l Freei 1,THRESHOLD).

Besides the 2N messages already mentioned, at most

N TRANSFER(k) messages from Ci to its neighbors,

an AGREED or REFUSE message from each neighbor

to Ci, and finally a RELEASE(k) or KEEP(k) to each

neighbor are needed per channel transfer attempt. The

number of attempts is upper bound by the minimum

of [ Freei I and THRESHOLD. As THRESHOLD is a

constant value chosen as a parameter of the algorithm,

the message complexity is O(N). m

Lemma 3 The channel allocation algorithm is dead-

lock free.

Proof: New channel requests originating concurrently

in different cells get totally ordered by their timestamps.
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A mobile service station with REPLYs pending to its

own REQUESTS, sends REPLYs to all REQUESTS

with a lower timest amp and defers other REPLYs. As

the same ordering of calls is seen by all the nodes, there

is no circular deferring of REPLYs among the mobile

service stations.

During the interval between sending a TRANSFER(k)

message to the neighbors, and receiving either a REFUSE

or an AGREED message from each neighbor, a cell

does not suspend replying to TRANSFER(k) messages

it may itself receive from the neighbors. Instead, it re-

sponds to such transfer attempts with a REFUSE mes-

sage during this interval. This conservative policy may

lead to some requests, that could have otherwise been

supported, being dropped. However, it avoids any cir-

cular wait during the channel transfer attempts, thus

preventing deadlocks. a

6 Comparison with Earlier Work

The proposed algorithm has several advantages over

existing channel allocation algorithms. In the central-

ized algorithms, the central network switch is the single

point of failure that can bring down the entire network,

and can become a bottleneck during high load situa-

tions. The proposed algorithm is more robust and does

not have a bottleneck as the traffic is distributed over

the entire network. Each mobile service station shoul-

ders responsibility. The size of the messages is also small

because very little information is exchanged.

The algorithm adapts well to changing load distribu-

tion. Due to statistical fluctuations, there may be tem-

porally and spatially distributed pockets of high load

in the system. High load situations may also arise due

to the locality of reference to data items residing on

mobile hosts present in those hot-spots. The channel

transfer feature of the proposed algorithm ensures that

unused channels are moved from lightly loaded cells to

the heavily loaded cells. Therefore, most of the chan-

nel requests that originate in heavily loaded cells can

be satisfied locally by selecting a free channel from the

Available sets. Moreover, if a mobile host, containing

frequently accessed data, moves from a cell to a neigh-

boring cell, channels are transferred from the Allocate

set of the former to the latter, over a period of time.

Thus the size of the Allocate sets of cells can adapt

with time to support the locality of data reference.

The algorithm has low computational overheads. Most

of the steps involve union, intersection or subtraction

of sets of channels, which can be efficiently carried as

operations on bit-streams, with a bit for each channel.

As already mentioned, the hardware cost can be re-

duced, while maintaining the performance, by replacing

an expensive mainframe, acting as the central network

switch, with inexpensive microprocessor based controllers

at the mobile service stations.

In [3], channel allocation is done by the mobile host

and the mobile service station working together. In

mobile computing, most of the communication is in the

form of several short bursts of unidirectional data trans-

fer, with unpredictable interval between two successive

bursts. If the mobile host had to expend energy in chan-

nel allocation each time such a transmission is needed,

it would soon become a significant overhead. In the

proposed algorithm, the involvement of the mobile host

in channel selection is limited to sending a request to

its mobile service station for uplink connectivity and

receiving a message from the mobile service station car-

rying the identity of the selected channel, if any. This

leads to significant energy savings at the mobile host.

Complicated channel allocation strategies that con-

stantly monitor the signal-to-interference ratio of chan-

nels, and employ cell sectoring [12] or cell overlaying [8],

may be able to support higher loads than the proposed

algorithm. However, these strategies have a higher prob-

ability of needing hand-offs [13]. In addition to inter-cell

hand-offs, intra-cell hand-offs may be needed. For ex-

ample, if cell sectoring is employed a cell is divided into

multiple sectors. Some channels can be used to support

communication sessions in only particular sectors of a

cell. If a mobile host continues to use the same channel

as it moves from one sector to another, in the same cell,

co-channel interference may result. Hence, an intra-cell

hand-off may be required. In the case of cell overlay-

ing, the regular hexagonal grid of cells is overlaid with

smaller cells. Channels used in the overlaid cells can

be used at smaller distances. However, if a mobile host

using such a channel moves out of the smaller over-

laid cell while remaining in the bigger underlaid cell,

co-channel interference may occur. Once again hand-

offs may be required to avoid interference. Increased

rate of hand-offs will lead to a significant degradation

in the quality of service for data transmission to and

from mobile hosts for two reasons. First, hand-offs im-

pose computational overheads on the MH.s and MSSS

in the system. Second, data communication has a much

lower tolerance for hand-off induced temporary breaks

in communication than voice communication. The pro-

posed algorithm does not induce any intra-cell hand-

offs. Hence, it does not suffer from the two problems

mentioned above.

The distributed nature of the proposed algorithm

makes the cellular network scalable. Channel alloca-

tion decisions are made by each mobile service station

locally. All the messages needed to set up a commu-

nication session in a cell are restricted to that cell and

its immediate neighbors. So, the traffic on the wired

network between adjacent mobile service stations does
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not increase with increasing number of cells; it only in-

creases with increasing load in the cell and its neighbors.

For the centralized algorithms, the traffic on the com-

munication paths leading to the central network switch

increases with increasing network size. So, with the

centralized algorithm, as the network expands, existing

links will have to be replaced with those with a higher

bandwidth.

7 Enhancements

While the algorithm is deadlock free, there is a pos-

sibility of some cells being starved for channels. For

example, all the channels of a cell may be transferred

to its neighbors. Later when the cell needs a channel,

the neighbors may happen to be so highly loaded that

the cell cannot acquire any channel from them.

Sometimes channel transfer attempts may be denied

even if the transfer would not have caused co-channel

interference. For example, let cell Cj add channel k

to Transferj on receiving a TRANSFER(k) message

from Ci. Later, when another neighbor Cl of C’j tries to

transfer channel k from C’j, it will be sent a REFUSE(k)

message even if Cl and Ci are not neighbors of each

other and cannot cause co-channel interference in each

other’s region.

The two issues mentioned above can be handled by

making the following enhancements to the algorithm:

1. In cell Ci, instead of maintaining the set Trans f eri

for all the channels earmarked for transfer from

Ci to its neighbors, the following sets are main-

tained: Vj : Cj ~ Nbri, Trans f erij is main-

tained. Transferij consists of the channels ear-

marked for transfer from Ci to Cj or to a cell

that is a neighbor of Ci as well as Cj. Then

Trans f eri = I_JjcNbriTransf er~j.

2. In step (B) of the algorithm, on receiving a RE-

QUEST from Ci, Cj sends Transf erji in the RE-

PLY instead of Trans f erj.

3. In steps (D) and (E) of the algorithm, on receiv-

ing a RELEASE(k) or KEEP(k) message from Ci,

Cj deletes the channel k from Transferji and

Transferjl for all Cl such that Cl is a neighbor

of C~ as well as Ci.

4. Step (C) of the algorithm can be rewritten as:

If (k G B~syj) OR (k G Transferji) OR

(1 Allocatej j< LOW.-THRESHOLD)

then send REFUSE(k) message to Ci. Oth-

erwise Trans f erji + Trans f erj, U {k},

Transferjl + Transferjl U {k} for all

Cl such that Cl is a neighbor of Ci as well

as Cj; Send AGREED(k) message to Cl.

LOW-THRESHOLD is a constant value introduced

as a parameter of the algorithm. A cell will agree to

transfer a channel to its neighbor only if it has at least

LOW-THRESHOLD number of channels. Thus, chan-

nel starvation in cells is avoided. The degree of dy-

namism of the algorithm can be varied by changing the

value of LOW.THRESHOLD.

Maintaining a transfer set with respect to each neigh-

bor avoids the above mentioned problem of transfer re-

quests being denied even if such transfers would not

lead to co-channel interference.

The use of logical clocks to timestamp channel re-

quests ensures fairness. If cell Ci’s channel request

causally precedes a neighboring cell Cj’s channel re-

quest, Ci ‘S request is processed before Cj’s request.

Thus, with the enhancements mentioned above, the al-

gorithm ensures deadlock freedom, avoids starvation,

and guarantees fairness.

A communication session of a mobile host may be

disrupted if the mobile host moves from one cell to a

neighboring target cell and no channel is available in the

target cell to support the session. Such a disruption is

referred to as hand-off failure.

Two priority based hand-off strategies have been pro-

posed in [5]. These strategies can be easily incorporated

in the algorithm described in Section 4. The two strate-

gies are:

1. Channel Reservation: a certain number of chan-

nels (H) are reserved exclusively for hand-offs. Any

available channel in the target cell can be used to

support handed-off communication sessions. How-

ever, if a channel is needed for a new communica-

tion session arising in the cell and the number of

available channels is less than H, the channel re-

quest is denied.

2. Hand-off Queue: channel requests for hand-offs

are queued up on an FCFS basis in the target cell.

If a channel becomes available in the target cell,

and its hand-off queue is non-empty, the chan-

nel is used to satisfy the hand-off request at the

head of the queue. An upper bound is imposed

on the length of the queue and the duration for

which a hand-off request can be queued up. This

is to ensure that hand-offs, if possible, are done

fast enough so that the disruption in the commu-

nication session during hand-off is not noticeable.

Simulation results in [5] show that both the strate-

gies reduce the hand-off failure probability significantly.

However, the first strategy leads to a corresponding in-

crease in the probability of new channel requests being
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dropped. Hence, the hand-off queuing strategy appears

to be the better of the two strategies.

Disruptions in the performance of the algorithm, due

to the failure of some MSSS, can be handled by repli-

cating the channel allocation information in an MSS

at a few other MSSS as described in [1]. Information

replication can be done in either a pessimistic or an

optimistic manner.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

An efficient channel allocation algorithm is important

for high utilization of a cellular communication network.

In this paper, we presented an efficient distributed dy-

namic channel allocation algorithm. The algorithm dis-

tributes the responsibility for channel allocation among

the mobile service stations of the network. This is a de-

parture from the algorithms proposed in the past, which

employed a centralized controller.

The algorithm is especially suited for supporting mo-

bile computing. It keeps the involvement of mobile

hosts in channel selection to a minimum, thereby con-

serving the limited energy at their disposal. The algo-

rithm keeps the number of hand-offs to a minimum as

it does not induce any intra-cell hand-offs, unlike some

strategies proposed in the past. It also exploits the lo-

cality of reference. The algorithm is dynamic and easily

adapts to changes in the network load distribution by

transferring allocated channels from lightly loaded cells

to highly loaded cells.

The algorithm is deadlock free, fair and has low

computational and communication overheads. The pro-

posed enhancements prevent channel starvation in the

cells. The cost of new hardware needed to implement

the algorithm is low. The distributed nature of the

algorithm and the symmetry of the channel allocation

procedure across the entire network makes the system

scalable. The simplicity of the algorithm makes it easy

to implement on an actual network.

We are currently evaluating the performance of the

algorithm through extensive simulations. Simulation

results will be collected to determine the mean num-

ber of wireline messages needed per channel allocation

request, the latency time for channel allocation, and

the probability of channel requests being denied under

high load situations. We intend to compare the perfor-

mance of the algorithm with the performance of algo-

rithms proposed in the past. We also intend to observe

the performance of the algorithm for different distribu-

tions of request arrival rate and channel use duration

per communication session.
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